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ABSTRACT
Many Americans view Congress as an institution mired in a period of exceptional
gridlock, illustrated by its struggle to pass popular, transformational legislation, let alone fulfill
the basic duty of keeping government open. Scholars have often pointed to polarization as a
culprit, with greater ideological consistency disincentivizing coalitions across the aisle. Yet
declining productivity and lack of cooperation observed in roll call votes overlooks other ways
bipartisanship manifests itself in the legislative process. Members seek out bipartisan
cosponsorships – and sign their own names to others’ legislation – for more bills than are ever
passed, signaling a willingness to work together. If one assumes bipartisanship produces better
policy, or at least makes policy more likely to pass, it is reasonable to seek reforms that
encourage such behavior.
An option often touted as a step toward greater consensus – typically shorthand for the
“moderate middle” – is to open primary elections beyond registered members of either party.
The intuitive claim is that broadening the primary electorate will help nominate general election
candidates who are more likely to govern with the median voter in mind. This study tests that
theory in the context of the Senate, which simultaneously has a greater tradition of cooperation
than the House of Representatives yet has nonetheless become a legislative “graveyard” in recent
decades. Using sponsorship and cosponsorship activity as a more inclusive measure of behavior
iii

than roll call votes, I examine whether senators nominated by closed primaries are less likely to
attain a bipartisan record than those chosen via more open systems. Although I do find that
deviation from the “center” is in fact associated with reduced probability of bipartisanship, nonclosed systems fail to improve likelihoods when holding ideology and other variables constant.
Of course, the question of increasing the rate of bipartisan bills passed by the Senate is distinct
from encouraging bipartisan behavior earlier in the process. However, if the latter is deemed an
area where improvement should nonetheless be made, reforming who can participate in
primaries may be an insufficient policy option.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Members of the United States Senate have long reveled in the sense of obligation and
distinction accorded by serving in “the world’s greatest deliberative body.” In recent years,
however, many external observers – and even some occupying the rarefied chamber – have
questioned whether this designation remains appropriate. While the Senate’s deliberativeness
entails a more measured approach to legislation by design, its growing inability to reach
consensus on issues of substance foments concern about its relevance as a lawmaking institution.
In a time when competition for the Senate majority is more robust than ever, internal attempts to
reform the chamber often become a zero-sum clash between parties seeking advantage in a
“permanent campaign” for power (Lee 2011, 2). As a result, many believe reforms must begin
from the outside, namely by recalibrating how senators are selected in the first place.
Primary elections have become a central target of such efforts, premised on the notion
that senators behave in a way that anticipates the demands of the electorate responsible for their
renomination. Thus, if primary voters shape the views and partisanship of elected officials, and if
they are perhaps more extreme in their own views, states might simply adjust who comprises that
electorate so moderation trickles-up to all levels of government, including Congress (McGhee et
al. 2014, 337-338). The minimalist solution has been to expand primaries to at least include
independent voters; at their most maximalist, reforms have allowed crossover voting by voters of
any affiliation. While their intuitions were reasonable, many state officials adopted non-closed
systems without firm empirical backing for their hypotheses regarding the link between primary
laws and the behavior of those eventually elected to office (Kaufmann, Gimpel, and Hoffman
2003, 458). Setting aside normative considerations regarding the virtues of greater political
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inclusion, not enough research has probed how reforms enhance senatorial cooperativeness and
break through the gridlock defining our time.
Existing studies in this area often focus on ideological moderation as the principal desired
outcome of more open primary processes, using roll call votes to calculate liberalism/
conservatism. This is a flawed perspective for several reasons. Firstly, it presumes that
ideological moderation is a necessary condition for bipartisan cooperation. Yet issues like
criminal justice reform have previously made unexpected coalitions of senators like Cory Booker
and Rand Paul, who one would firmly place in the liberal and conservative columns,
respectively. Additionally, even if one were to focus on ideology as a proxy for likelihood of
consensus-building, roll call voting is an imperfect measure dependent on a narrow sample of
bills strategically allowed to proceed by party leaders (Farina 2015, 1701-1702). This may help
explain why there is limited evidence for reformed primary processes producing more moderate
leaders based on such scores (Rogowski and Langella 2015, 864; McCarty 2011, 366). The
literature therefore presents an opportunity to address a mismatch between expectations and
reality, via a unique metric for evaluating senators’ records with relation to primary systems.
In this study, I adopt a measure of bipartisanship based not on ideology or votes, but
instead on the rate at which senators sponsor bills with cross-party support, and cosponsor
legislation by colleagues across the aisle. These are considered important internal and external
signals of positions and willingness to collaborate, even though most bills senators support will
not become law, no matter how polarized the era (Kessler and Krehbiel 1996; Harbridge 2009;
Harbridge 2015). This does not mean the messages intended by these choices are universally
understood within or outside Congress, particularly among primary voters (Campbell 1982;
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Harward and Moffett 2010). However, such limited scholarship has studied the link between
primary elections and legislative action, let alone this metric of behavior, that this topic merits
attention for its potential to quantify the policy benefits of electoral reform in a new way
(Alvarez and Sinclair 2012, 553).
I proceed by further motivating my selection of the Senate as the focus of this study,
exploring the debates previewed thus far, and establishing a theoretical underpinning for
methodological choices. This provides a foundation for introducing my fixed effects linear
probability model that will control for demographic and political characteristics which may
influence the probability of senators accruing bipartisan records. The dependent binary variable
indicates whether senators did or did not earn such records, reflecting a score assigned to each
senator, per two-year Congress, as calculated by the Lugar Center and McCourt School of Public
Policy. The key independent variable is the openness of primary systems, dichotomized to isolate
the relationship between closed, semi-closed/semi-open (“modified”), open, or nonpartisan
primaries and senators’ bipartisanship scores. Despite the mixed evidence regarding the
connection between openness and moderation based on ideological measures, I will operate from
a similar logic initially guiding prior studies: senators nominated by more open primaries should
have a greater probability of bipartisanship than those nominated by closed systems. My findings
will add further nuance to discourse surrounding the best policy remedies to enhance the efficacy
of our legislative institutions, and thus improve the ability of elected government to confront a
host of policy challenges.

3

CHAPTER 2. PRIOR STUDIES
Background
The Senate
As the smaller chamber of Congress, indirectly elected via state legislatures for much of
its history, the Senate has always held a unique position in the American constitutional system.
In a discussion with Thomas Jefferson regarding the nascent national government, George
Washington is famously said to have described the Senate as the “saucer” in which legislation
was meant to “cool.” While likely apocryphal, this metaphor has long resonated due to the
chamber’s design as a venue for slower, reasoned consideration of policy, distanced from the
more immediate political whims of the House of Representatives, or even the presidency (United
States Senate n.d.). Despite its stature and considerable power within the system of checks and
balances, however, the Senate received disproportionately less attention from scholars until
recently (Loomis 2000, 2). The norms guiding Senate behavior are relevant to understanding my
choice of the chamber as I contribute to this growing literature.
Compared to the House, individual members of the Senate have outsized influence in a
body with just 100 members. Practices like the filibuster have traditionally meant that as few as
forty-one senators could prevent important measures from moving out of debate and to a vote.
On any given policy – and previously, any appointment – practically any senator could therefore
become the veto for the chamber’s agenda by choosing not to invoke cloture. The fact that the
filibuster has been chipped away in recent years reflects how its usage became a frequent threat 1
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Many filibusters are never even known to the public, as the mere threat can prompt a bill to be pulled
from consideration. The best measure of its use is the formal filing of a “cloture motion,” in which senators register
their support to end debate on a pending matter. Fewer than 50 were filed per Congress until the 1990s, but have
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perceived as a nuisance, rather than an extraordinary tool used sparingly by the minority
(Reynolds 2020). Acknowledging the need for some level of consensus in light of their
colleagues’ individual power to stymie priorities, senators are forced to seek higher levels of
cooperation to accomplish anything in their chamber, relative to the more parliamentary House
(Rippere 2016, 276).
Given its higher floor of general bipartisanship, even in times of partisan rancor, and the
traditional delay of legislation owing to the institution’s design, we must approach the Senate
with an awareness that it is necessarily held to a unique standard in terms of effectiveness.
That standard acknowledges that productivity means something different for the “cooling
saucer” of government, and while bipartisanship should generally be greater than in the House,
some level of pushback or even obstruction is built into the chamber’s minoritarian biases
(Loomis 2000, 2). With that in mind, we can calibrate our expectations for the policy
ramifications of primary systems, understanding that the range of observed behaviors may be
narrowed by the historical realities of a constrained institution.
Congressional Effectiveness
I have premised this discussion thus far on claims that the public sees Congress as
dysfunctional, incapable of achieving much of substance. To be fair, approval of the legislature
has historically been low even in periods of lesser gridlock and polarization. However, Congress
has not garnered majority support for “handling its job” in recent decades outside of the late
1990s-early 2000s,2 and its approval fell as low as 9% in 2013 (Gallup 2021). Aside from

since reached as high as 250 in the 2010s, yet the public has not seen hundreds of extended debates on the floor,
indicative of the low effort required to initiate a filibuster (Reynolds 2020).
2
Presumably due to a confluence of factors, including the strong economy at the turn of the century, then a
“rally ‘round the flag” effect following the attacks of September 11, 2001.
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economic and partisan factors that skew the numbers across time, Americans’ perception of
lackluster productivity is an empirically supported rationale to be dissatisfied with Congress. The
Senate can boast a higher legislative passage rate than the House, but fewer bills are introduced
to begin with, reflective of its smaller size and institutional factors like party leaders’ tight
control of the floor schedule. Yet both chambers passed 20% or fewer of all introduced bills over
the 109th-115th Congresses, with that record extending back further to the 83 rd Congress for the
House (Brookings Institution 2021). Of course, not all bills should pass; many are introduced for
messaging purposes rather than pursuing serious legislative goals. Furthermore, much legislation
is ceremonial or niche by design. Recent years have also seen the consolidation of major
priorities into fewer but larger packages, such as the simple-majority reconciliation measures
meant to skirt the high cloture threshold. Perhaps an exceedingly high rate of passage is not even
inherently desirable, notwithstanding its implication of greater productivity. One can imagine
reasonable normative concerns that emphasizing a ratio over the substance of bills passed could
incentivize frequently overturning existing law or producing redundancies in an already
expansive federal code.
Since quantity does not negate the importance of quality, we should indeed consider how
often Congress passes significant legislation that has always made up a fraction of bills
introduced and therefore contributes little to passage rates. Even on this metric, however, there is
reason for dissatisfaction. Congress in fact finds itself less capable of accomplishing significant
legislation compared to past eras. According to Pew’s classification of “substantive” laws that
change existing statute, prescribe a new policy, or appropriate revenues, passage of such
legislation has declined in this century. The 106 th Congress, spanning 1999-2001, saw 463
6

substantive laws pass, compared to just 233 in the 116 th. There is no universally accepted
threshold for great productivity, especially since the nature of this smaller quantity of bills has
changed since the era in which passing more than 300 substantive laws was commonplace
(DeSilver 2021). However, there is an intuitive sense that the status quo is not working, even if
modern bills are denser and thus fewer in number, skewing the ratio. When Congress has failed
its basic duty to pass all spending bills ahead of the new fiscal year for over two decades
(Burman 2020), it follows that more transformational policy goals are even harder to achieve.
This only serves to breed discontent among voters looking for legislative solutions to the
persistently salient issues of this era.
Primary Elections
Primaries were an outgrowth of the same Progressive movement that led to the institution
of direct Senate elections by the 17th Amendment, early in the last century. Nivola and Brady
(2016) argue that despite the good intentions of reformers, primaries have weakened democratic
representation as low turnout affairs dominated by the most motivated partisans. This
phenomenon, they posit, is even more acute in closed primaries because only registered party
members can participate (248). Dissatisfaction with this regime for a host of reasons has made
closed primaries the exception, with at least one party in only 14 states and the District of
Columbia still adhering to the model (Ballotpedia 2021). Some states have required more open
systems for all parties, while others have allowed individual parties to select one of the processes
to be discussed at greater length in Chapter 3.
A common motivation among reformers seeking to open up primaries is the belief that
independents, third-party voters, and even members of the opposing party (depending on the
7

system) might cross over and moderate the nominees otherwise chosen by devoted partisans.
Some scholars describe this theorized process as a closure of the gap between the median voter
in a party’s base, and the median voter among all participants in the general electorate (Gerber
and Morton 1998, 310). Per standard political theory, the politician that wins the latter median
voter should win the general election. Assuming they adhere to Mayhew’s (1974) classic maxim
that members of Congress are “single-minded seekers of reelection” (5), one would thus expect
politicians to act rationally by behaving moderately to retain their winning coalition. Presumably,
this would be especially true in marginal jurisdictions where neither party holds a decisive
advantage. Since candidates would vie for the prized “centrists,” more officials should be elected
who, because of their moderation, would be predisposed to seek bipartisan compromises (Ahler,
Citrin, and Lenz 2016, 238). However, as indicated in Chapter 1, these expectations are not
universally supported by past research.
Literature Review
Primary Electorates and their Nominees
There are certainly scholars who support the intuitive notion that opening primaries to a
broader segment of the population should moderate the preferences of the primary electorate.
Kaufmann, Gimpel, and Hoffman (2003) find that under less restrictive primary systems, the
parties’ primary voters “converge,” although the level of convergence was dependent on cycleand jurisdiction-specific factors in the period between 1988-2000 (471). Other scholars do not
share an equally optimistic view. While he speaks less to the ideological dispositions of voters,
McCarty (2011) directly addresses officials themselves, whose actions are the ultimate verdict of
open systems’ success in translating voter preferences to changes in legislative behavior.
8

Focusing on the ideological scores of individuals who won the most competitive types of races –
open seats – he found that electoral systems were not significant in influencing their preferences,
and by extension, the polarization of the legislature (365-366). Rogowski and Langella (2015)
take a different approach, focusing just on House and state legislative races and studying the
platforms candidates ran on, as opposed to the records accrued once in office. Their findings
indicate that, at least in those types of races, no form of open process was substantially better
than closed systems at nominating more moderate candidates to the general election (847-848).
The Drawbacks of Roll Call Records
While Rogowski and Langella’s (2015) method represents a unique and intensive look at
candidate positions, it is an outlier. Most resemble McCarty’s (2011) approach, dependent on
ideology as measured by indices like DW-NOMINATE, a prominent data source that quantifies
the roll call votes of congresspeople to determine levels of liberalism/conservatism on Capitol
Hill. Given that this forms the basis of many arguments contrary to studies like Kaufmann,
Gimpel, and Hoffman’s (2003), it is worth considering how it also exhibits methodological
weaknesses that recommend use of alternative metrics to analyze Senate records. At the most
basic level, we should be wary of roll call votes as the dependent variable that primary systems
are expected to predict, because they are not a representative snapshot of senators’ legislative
record. Modern congressional leaders wield great control over the agenda, which means that bills
which come to the floor are frequently strategic, not merely as policy choices but also as political
messages. When leaders choose to advance legislation on divisive topics to force the opposition
into a challenging position, an ideological index is unable to account for the qualitative
difference in the motives and legislative seriousness of such bills. As a result, roll call votes may
9

“over-predict” conflict between the parties because they are skewed by such behavior (Farina
2015, 1701-1702). Conversely, leaders may choose to avoid votes that can attract support from
across the aisle but divide the party internally, preventing more positive data points from ever
being registered by roll calls (Harbridge 2009, v.; Rippere 2016, 251).
Beyond leaders’ strategies, the Senate accords significant power to individual members
who may push for legislation without pressure or direction from party leadership. Theriault
(2015) would point to data suggesting that such individual behavior is not always a reflection of
ideological conviction, but sometimes motivated by a simple desire to defeat the opposition. In
fact, he posits that “partisan warfare” for its own sake may better explain inflammatory or
divisive behavior far more than a desire to advance substantive policy that happens to lean left or
right (170). Together, the actions of strategic leaders and cunning members reflect the shift in the
modern era toward legislative practices principally devoted to broadcasting messages, not
seeking solutions (Baker 2015, 69). As Lee (2011) argues, much of the conflict in the chamber
then becomes a messaging exercise falsely captured by roll call votes as divisive and polarizing,
geared toward contesting the majority in the next election (15). Of course, when the limited
legislative calendar is occupied by bills with no chance of success, that produces gridlock. It is
then perceived as an indication of polarization at least indirectly, in the sense that no consensus
coalition is bringing more meaningful legislation to the floor more regularly. Yet, this cannot be
attributed solely to senators elected by closed primaries, for they currently occupy a minority of
seats in the chamber.
Sponsorship and Cosponsorship
Given the tendency of roll call votes to paint an incomplete picture of the situation in the
10

Senate, several scholars have turned to sponsorship and cosponsorship activity as more
comprehensive indicators of legislative behavior. Much legislation begins with a simple “Dear
Colleague” letter encouraging fellow senators to sign their names to proposed legislation, at
which point a member’s real work begins (Congressional Research Service 2021, 2). Pushing a
bill through the Senate requires intense behind-the-scenes negotiation of a sort that indices like
DW-NOMINATE cannot quantify. Many senators maintain relationships that would belie the
appearance of constant division portrayed in the media or by roll call votes, although the
disconnect is a matter worthy of study beyond the scope of this project (Rippere 2016, 246).
Furthermore, many bills gain numerous cosponsors from across the aisle, but due to scheduling
strategies, most never reach the stage where that support can be recorded by a formal vote.
Ultimately, the point is that “bipartisanship is not dead” – as Harbridge (2015) argues, the
divisiveness perceived at the end of the legislative process merely “masks” the common ground
many are willing to seek at earlier stages (3).
If senators are more eager than expected to find cosponsors to their bills and sign on to
others’ legislation, it is worth exploring why. At the most basic level, senators might agree to
join others in sponsoring a bill because they support the substance of a policy. Some bills will
garner entirely partisan rosters of cosponsors to achieve messaging goals, but many legislators
are motivated by a genuine desire to achieve a legislative end when soliciting or offering
cosponsorships (Harbridge 2015, 23). Either way, it is evident that all choices made by political
figures are ultimately political, and political choices need not be mutually exclusive from the
well-intentioned. In fact, another maxim from Mayhew (1974) is that members of Congress
continually advance their goal of reelection with “position-taking” (61-62). Sponsoring and
11

cosponsoring bills stakes out your position on an issue for public view, sending signals perceived
in different ways by unique audiences.
The most obvious audience is external to the Senate, namely a member’s constituency.
Harbridge (2015) points to anecdotal instances of senators frequently boasting about how many
bipartisan cosponsors they received, or the number of bills they cosponsored themselves. Not
only does this signal a willingness to be bipartisan in a way that may not register in roll call
votes, but it also expands the sphere of what they can claim credit for (8-9). Mayhew (1974)
would argue that senators are accountable not only to voters, but also to other actors like big
lobbies that can influence many votes based on their perception of a senator’s record (40).
However, interest groups and journalists tend to fixate on roll call votes when assessing senators’
records. That allows the strategic member to remain in good graces with the party or special
interests at roll calls, while intentionally diversifying their cosponsorship activity to achieve
other ends, like personal policy goals and positive public image (Rippere 2016, 277; Harbridge
2009, 4). Kessler and Krehbiel (1996) take the differing view that sponsorship and cosponsorship
decisions are primarily targeted at fellow senators, with the goal of nudging other members to
make particular choices (556). While their methodology limits the generalizability of their
findings, I nonetheless agree that signals within the chamber are important for developing
coalitions, and that such behavior need not conflict with the goals described above.
No political decision comes without a consideration of costs and benefits. Although roll
call votes are the most high-stakes choices senators make, garnering or providing support to
legislation is not without consequence. Garand and Burke (2006) point out that while it is
arduous and resource-intensive to convince others they should cosponsor your legislation, it
12

takes less effort to cosponsor others’ bills (161-162). The index I employ in my methodology
includes weighted measures accounting for the work senators do to attract cosponsors, and not
merely cosponsor other legislation, helping to account for this disparity. Yet even when
weighing for differential workloads, any form of position-taking can be costly. Having their
name tied to a bill may even magnify their association with it compared to simply voting for it,
especially if the legislation is unpopular (Harward and Moffett 2010, 124). Nonetheless, senators
must participate in some capacity, and evidence suggests they are quite fond of these vehicles for
involvement. Campbell’s (1982) classic piece on the topic noted how the effort made by bill
sponsors to recruit cosponsors, references to numbers of cosponsors in their public messaging,
and the frequency of cosponsorship all reflect the popularity of such behavior (416).
The vitality of these tools in the legislative process reinforces their relevance as a topic of
study. Furthermore, their ability to illustrate a broader dynamic of cooperativeness amid
polarized roll call votes indicates that they can be a powerful, if less prominent metric for
evaluating senators’ behavior in a broader context. These activities constitute the day-to-day
“sausage-making” of legislation, and while most bills will not reach the floor, nor are many
intended to, there is value to understanding where members stand. Of course, the relationship I
seek to establish between primary election systems and bipartisanship implies that senators’
methods should be legible to voters. While I noted above that senators will boast about their
ability to bring colleagues together, it is certainly questionable whether they actively adjust this
form of behavior with their specific primary process in mind. If acting strategically, they must
believe voters will react to sponsorship/cosponsorship records with an understanding that the
coalitions built are truly bipartisan and thus conducive to the median voter (Harward and Moffett
13

2010, 125). Absent substantial opinion polling, it is impossible to know how such information
might figure in voters’ decisions. Yet, this may overcomplicate the picture. If more open primary
systems attract a different “kind” of candidate to begin with, greater levels of bipartisanship may
be second nature regardless of strategy. In that case, bipartisanship measured by
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity would be an effective measure of the ability of primary
systems to develop a pipeline of more cooperative politicians, regardless of ideology.
Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
Framework
Each column in Figure 1 features a different set of concepts I conceptualize as affecting
the behavior of individual senators. Blue arrows link concepts that indirectly influence
bipartisanship to those with a more direct relationship. Demographics shape the nature of a
state’s political culture and thus the likelihood of supporting certain types of candidates, both in
primary and general elections. Electorates also possess a general preference for either party
(“state partisan index”), which is distinct from their overall “partisanship.” For example, a state
can regularly lean in one direction while preferring a bipartisan disposition in those they elect.
This general preference or distaste for partisan behavior is not an equally observable metric like
the index, but it likely filters to the state-level legislators who choose how open to make primary
systems. There is also a presumed direct effect exerted on the bipartisan record of the individuals
they send to the Senate, since those members will, according to assumptions of rational decision
making, behave with their states’ “mood” in mind.
Moving to the second column, individuals nominated (and ultimately elected) enter
Congress with a set of experiences shaping their worldview and will face certain political
14

realities based on their party’s status in Washington. The red lines extending from each of the
boxes in this column indicate how these variables mediate state-level characteristics and
ultimately predict, in part, bipartisan behavior. Factors in the third column are indicators of
political status, and the political milieu in which senators govern. Their distance from election
and most recent vote share can lessen or increase the leeway members feel is available to make
potentially risky decisions. Tenure within the chamber can also change calculations as members
feel a greater or lesser sense of security in their posts. National trends or events represent factors
outside of their control that exert independent effects on their behavior and may necessitate
tough choices or present unforeseen opportunities.
The fourth column contains the variable at the heart of this study: openness of a state’s
primary system. In my conceptual model, I envision it as moderating the relationship between all
variables and bipartisanship; regardless of primary election laws, senators may be expected to
have a base level of bipartisanship depending on all the other concepts listed in the prior
columns. Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that primary systems alone are insufficiently correlated
with bipartisanship and are weak predictors of a bipartisan record in simple univariate regression.
On a final note, concepts representing fixed effects are marked with an “F.” These reflect
either “senator-state” effects that are unique to each member (and their state) and fixed across
time, or “Congress” effects which apply to all senators/states equally in each Congress, while
varying across time.
Hypotheses
My expectations for the differential relationships between primary systems and senatorial
bipartisanship are shaped by the work of McGhee et al. (2014) and Rogowski and Langella
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(2015), despite their focus on other dependent variables. In studying how primaries shape the
ideologies of state legislators, McGhee et al. (2014) presume, based on the prevailing assumption
of activist electorates, that closed primaries will produce the most ideological, partisan
legislators. The literature is also fairly consistent in assuming semi-closed and nonpartisan
systems will moderate views because they allow for greater crossover voting and, in the latter
case, deemphasize party label entirely.3 Open systems, in which parties retain distinct primaries
but allow anyone to participate,4 are associated with more “mixed” predictions, as there is
disagreement over the realistic extent of “raiding” by cross-partisans. 5 Semi-open systems
similarly garner “mixed” predictions, as what differentiates them from fully open models is the
public disclosure of which primary a voter will participate in. This may create a social pressure
against raiding, but since the entire concept is questionable to begin with, the authors are unable
to reach a solid conclusion prior to their analysis (340).
Rogowski and Langella (2015) relied on McGhee et al.’s classification of primary

3
Semi-closed systems will be discussed shortly. As for nonpartisan systems, in which voters can privately
move between party lines from race to race, the “opportunity cost” of crossover voting is reduced, relative to an
open primary in which you can only vote within a single party’s ballot (Gerber and Morton 1998, 311). There are
several variations of such processes. “Blanket” primaries no longer exist due to court rulings, but they allowed
voters to switch between parties for each office on the ballot, with the candidates receiving the most votes for each
party proceeding to the general election (Washington Secretary of State n.d.). Washington and California have “toptwo” primaries that similarly allow voters to select preferred candidates on an office-by-office basis, but only the top
two candidates advance to the general election, even if they are from the same party. Louisiana’s system offers the
same level of choice, but the primary may actually preclude a general election if one candidate wins more than 50%
of the vote (National Conference of State Legislatures 2021). If that is not reached, the top two candidates continue
to a runoff. Other states have such a measure for special elections rather than routine general elections, such as the
2020/2021 Senate contest in Georgia ultimately won by now-Senator Raphael Warnock.
4
Although the parties retain separate primaries, anyone can choose in private which primary they will
participate in. Individuals cannot switch back and forth to select their preference for each office across parties.
5
“Raiding” is the phenomenon in which members of the opposing party act strategically by voting in the
other party’s open primary to sway the nomination to a candidate with presumably lesser viability in a general
election contest. McGhee et al. (2014) note it is questionable whether this takes place on a significant scale, let alone
to systematically affect predictions of how open primaries may influence the ultimate moderation/extremism of
officials on average. Nonetheless, the uncertainty of this question muddles their ability to make a definitive
prediction for this category (340).
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systems to conduct their own study on the ideological extremeness of candidate platforms, vis-àvis the nomination processes in which they participated. As a result, their predictions are
consistent with those of their predecessors: the most extreme platforms are adopted in closed
primaries, become more moderate in semi-closed and nonpartisan systems, but are harder to
predict for semi-open and open primaries (855).
Ultimately, McGhee et al. (2014) find that the opposite of their predictions was often
true: as primaries became more open, they were associated with nominating more liberal
Democrats and more conservative Republicans (347). Rogowski and Langella (2015) could not
determine conclusive links between semi-closed, semi-open, or nonpartisan systems and more
moderate platforms, relative to those put forward by candidates in closed primaries. Among
those who were nominated to compete in the general election, there are no consistent findings of
moderation – in fact, like McGhee et al.’s findings (2014), it appears some less restrictive models
are linked to more extreme views (Rogowski and Langella 2015, 859-861).
Despite McGhee et al.’s (2014) and Rogowski and Langella’s (2015) conclusions, I
return to the fact that my study is not concerned with how primary systems influence ideology,
but rather how they may predict bipartisanship in the Senate, measured by sponsorship/
cosponsorship activity. While I will discuss how reduced moderation can influence
cooperativeness in Chapter 4, the premise of my methodological approach is that if ideology is
relevant, it is just one of several determinants of bipartisan behavior. Thus, for the purposes of
hypothesis testing, I adopt a hybrid version of their literature-based expectations to directly test
the influence of primary systems for myself.
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To simplify the forthcoming analysis, I make several assumptions:


McGhee et al. (2014) have reviewed the literature on raiding and are skeptical of its
prevalence, but nonetheless maintain a “mixed” prediction for the effects of primary
systems. Even if it did happen frequently and shifted a candidate’s ideology to the poles,
the candidate’s ability to win a statewide general election would indicate underlying state
characteristics making the median voter more open to such views to begin with.
Since those traits will be controlled for in my regression analysis, I consider this potential
source of endogeneity to be of limited relevance and will proceed on the notion that open
systems should otherwise promote cross-partisan electorates that prefer bipartisanship.



Assuming raiding is rare, I can also better differentiate open from semi-open systems,
since part of McGhee et al.’s (2014) hesitance to establish clear predictions for them was
tied to the uncertainty of strategic sabotage by members of the other party.



Rogowski and Langella (2015) replicate their analysis with an alternate specification of
the independent variables, namely by combining semi-open and semi-closed systems due
to substantively small differences between them. 6 Even when combining these
classifications, they determine that their results are essentially the same (868). Given this
finding, and having established my assumption that semi-open systems are in fact distinct
from open primaries, I will formally combine semi-open and semi-closed systems

6

As McGhee et al. (2014) lay out in their classification model, the primary difference is that semi-closed
systems only allow independents to participate in either primary despite their lack of party affiliation, while semiopen systems allow voters from the other party to participate as well. What differentiates semi-open and open
systems is that the latter do not require the voter to publicly disclose which party’s primary they will participate in.
This may intuitively encourage fiercely independent voters to participate in the process, whereas the need to make
one’s decision known in semi-open and semi-closed systems may discourage “outsider” participation, limiting the
potential moderating effects of such systems (340-341).
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instead. In fairness, these are not identical categories. Semi-open systems are inclusive
both of independents and partisan crossovers, whereas the only “outsider” voters allowed
in semi-closed systems are unaffiliated independent voters. While this has potential
substantive consequences for participation and thus, the intraparty median voter, I believe
it is not cause for concern. Kaufmann, Gimpel, and Hoffman (2003) offer a precedent
when they combine them to form a “modified open” category. They conclude that most
crossover voting is in fact by independents rather than committed partisans, so the
distinction between semi-closed and semi-open is not influential anyway (472). In an age
of even greater partisanship than 2003, I posit most committed partisans are not yearning
to publicly cross the aisle and vote in the other party’s primary. Open primaries should
nonetheless retain an edge in terms of encouraging bipartisanship because if there are
partisans who do cross over, they can make that choice privately in the voting booth itself
(Rogowski and Langella 2015, 854).
Considering the preceding discussion, I adopt the following hypotheses:


Hypothesis 1: The probability of a bipartisan record is greatest for senators nominated by
nonpartisan primaries, followed by open primaries, and then modified open primaries, all
relative to senators nominated by closed primaries.



Hypothesis 2: Senators nominated in any non-closed system are more likely to accrue a
bipartisan record than senators nominated in closed systems.
CHAPTER 3. DATA AND METHODS

Data and Analysis Sample
This study relies on a panel dataset constructed from various sources to fit the needs of
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the research question. The unit of analysis is the “senator-Congress,” with each observation
consisting of a senator who served in a two-year Congress. Since a senatorial term lasts six years,
senators will have three senator-Congress observations per full term included in the dataset. The
period of interest is 1993-20197, consisting of the 103rd-115th Congresses. Selection of this
period was partly a logistical matter, as my source of bipartisanship data, the Lugar CenterMcCourt School Bipartisan Index, only extends back to 1993. However, this period is also one of
great substantive value. After two years of unified Democratic government under Bill Clinton
(1993-1995), Republicans took control of both chambers for the first time since 1955, presenting
a major shift in legislative priorities and tactics. 8 Divided government persisted in the new
century, with opposing parties controlling the White House and either chamber of Congress
through much of the Bush and Obama years. The period is capped by unified Republican control,
albeit under an unconventional president in Donald Trump. This frequent turnover and division
of power provides significant variation in governing circumstances, enhancing the relevance of
my findings amid the forces of partisan polarization that continue shaping our politics. 9
A total of 1,127 senator-Congress observations are included, reflecting most – but not all

7

Each two-year Congress lasts from the January following a federal general election until the next January
of an odd-numbered year. Although my period of study extends into 2019, that is merely a formality recognizing the
fact that the 115th Congress concluded in the first week of that year. For the purposes of data collection for the
variables to be discussed shortly, averages of demographic or other data corresponding to each two-year Congress
incorporate the two full calendar years in which those Congresses served. In other words, a population density data
point for Alabama during the 115th Congress would be calculated by averaging density in the years 2017 and 2018,
for example.
8
Garand and Burke (2006) note in their study of the House that over the decades in which Democrats
dominated that chamber, one could not separate the effect of party membership from being the minority or majority
party. The only way to know how they interact is to study periods in which there is variation in party control of
Congress (167). The period highlighted by this study presents an opportunity for such research.
9
Beyond the changes in party control at the federal level, McGhee et al. (2014) also note in their study of
the period from 1992-2010 that those years included “some of the most active experimentation with primary systems
in American history.” That allowed for “more robust estimation of casual effects than would be possible with a
simple cross-sectional approach” (339). My findings will reap the same benefits from incorporating primary system
data from an overlapping time period.
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– of the individuals who served in the chamber in the period. The Bipartisan Index automatically
drops the Majority and Minority Leader for a Congress, as their sponsorship/cosponsorship
activity is not akin to that of rank-and-file members (The Lugar Center n.d.-b).
I also established the following rules to further guide my refinement of the analysis
sample:


If a senator switched parties during their term, the three senator-Congress observations
for that term were dropped, but any observations for terms in which they remained a
member of the same party were retained. This is to preserve the influence of the primary
that nominated them across each two-year portion of their term.



If a senator left the chamber before their term was scheduled to end, I dropped any
senator-Congress observation belonging to that term. Since one of the covariates accounts
for whether they are in the first, second, or third portion of their term, having senators
with irregular term lengths would prevent my ability to consistently code that variable.



Observations were dropped for any term in which a senator was seated via special
election or appointment. In the former case, such elections often take place out-of-cycle,
meaning the same issue regarding the need for a six-year term once again presents itself.
In the latter case, the length of term is a concern, but even more serious is the lack of a
primary election to influence their behavior. For any senators in either circumstance,
observations are included if they go on to win a full six-year term in their own right.



Observations for independent senators who do not run in a primary were dropped. Thus,
someone like Angus King is not included in the dataset as he has gained ballot access in
Maine without facing a primary electorate. Bernie Sanders, on the other hand, is included
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as he participates in Democratic primaries (although, even in victory, he typically refuses
the nomination to retain his independent status).
o Two special cases: Joe Lieberman’s final term was excluded since he lost the
Democratic primary yet won the general election on a third-party ticket with no
primary. Lisa Murkowski has not changed parties over her tenure, but
observations for the 112th-114th Congresses are dropped because she lost the
Republican primary in 2010 but won the general election as a write-in candidate.


Other instances of special circumstances necessitated removal of observations:
o Jeff Sessions sponsored fewer than three bills accounted for by the Bipartisan
Index during the 113th Congress, so he was not scored for that Congress and all
observations from that term were thus excluded from my dataset.
o Mark Kirk missed a substantial number of votes in 2012 due to illness, preventing
scoring by the ADA and ACU. He would have been the only senator without data
for these variables, so all observations from his term were removed.
o Complexities of Utah’s primary rules, including uncertain changes between
systems as well as the prevalence of conventions that preclude a statewide vote,
resulted in the removal of some observations for Bob Bennett (1999-2011) and
Orrin Hatch (1995-2013). Mike Lee’s 115 th Congress observation (2017-2019)
was also removed since he ran unopposed in the 2016 state party convention and
therefore never faced the broader primary electorate in his most recent election.
The notable exceptions to my preference for six-year terms are senator-Congress

observations representing those who finished the last two years of their final term in 1993-1995
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or began the first two years of their first term in 2017-2019. These are the sole observations for
such individuals, undermining their relevance to fixed effects regression which requires variation
within entities (aside from characteristics fixed across time). They are nonetheless retained
because they otherwise satisfy the conditions that allow any other observation to remain in the
sample (serving a full term, not appointed, etc.). I presume that in the single senator-Congress for
which they are observed, they are comparable to any other senators in similar circumstances.
Variables
Dependent Variable
The outcome of interest in this study is a bipartisan record, determined by
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity per senator-Congress in the Lugar-McCourt Bipartisan Index.
Calculations depend on five metrics of bipartisanship (The Lugar Center n.d.-c):


The number of bills introduced that garner bipartisan cosponsors.



The percentage of all bills introduced that garner bipartisan cosponsors.



The “intensity” of bipartisan support for bills introduced. 10



The number of bills, introduced by the other party, that a member cosponsors.



The number of bills, introduced by the other party, that a member cosponsors – as a
percentage of all cosponsorships by that member.
Excluded from the counts are resolutions as well as symbolic measures (like naming

federal buildings) that do not reflect core legislative activities, spark little divide, and often
receive overwhelming support.

10

Described as “the base two logarithm of the average number of Bipartisan Co-sponsors a member
attracted to their bills that received at least one Bipartisan Co-sponsor” (The Lugar Center n.d.-c).
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The Index’s creators then chose the twenty years from 1993-2013 to form a historical
baseline for comparing the averages and standard deviations of the metrics above. These
processes take place within the majority and minority party in each Congress to account for the
differing incentives and pressures facing each coalition. Upon standardizing each metric, they are
averaged and weighted, with greater emphasis on the percentage of bills attracting bipartisan
cosponsors, and the percentage of bills a member cosponsors from the other party. 11
The result of the indexing process is a unique score, per senator-Congress. It is a
continuous variable, ranging from just beyond -2.0, to just above +3.0 over the period in
question. According to The Lugar Center (n.d.-b), bipartisanship is indicated by scoring above
0.12 In the interest of simplifying my model, I specify bipartisanship as a dichotomous variable.
The bipartisanrecord variable is therefore coded =0 for positive scores, or =1 for negative scores
earned for each senator-Congress observation, meaning the value could vary even across a
senator’s six-year term.
Key Explanatory Variable
The key explanatory variable is “dummied out” to determine the potential magnitude of
each primary system’s relationship with bipartisanship. In other words, indicator variables were
created for each system: closedprimary, modifiedprimary, openprimary, and
nonpartisanprimary. The closedprimary variable serves as the reference category, so that the
coefficients on the other variables are interpreted as the greater or reduced likelihood of
11

The information presented thus far on the calculation of the Bipartisan Index is derived entirely from The
Lugar Center’s (n.d.-c) “Methodology” page for the Bipartisan Index.
12
According to The Lugar Center (n.d.-b), “A positive score…indicates that a member has scored better on
the Bipartisan Index formula than the average score for members of their respective group [minority/majority]
during that 20-year baseline period. A negative score indicates that a member falls below the average of their group
for the 20-year baseline period. Scores above 1.0 are outstanding. Scores above .5 are very good. Conversely, scores
below -.5 are poor. Scores below -1.0 are very poor.”
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achieving bipartisan records via those systems, relative to senators nominated by closed
primaries. A similar approach specifying closed primaries as the excluded indicator variable can
be found in Gerber and Morton (1998, 315).
Coding for each senator-Congress observation depended on the system in place during
their most recent election. For example, if a senator were first elected in 1992 after a modified
(semi-open or semi-closed) primary, the modifiedprimary variable would be coded =1 for the
senator’s observations in each of the three Congresses that made up their term; the other
indicators would be coded =0. If the senator’s state changed its laws for the 1998 elections and
the senator was reelected following an open primary, openprimary would now be coded =1 for
the next three senator-Congress observations, while the other indicators would =0.
As with dichotomization of the dependent variable, this process comes with tradeoffs.
Whereas the bipartisanrecord indicator glosses over the nuances of bipartisanship scores by
simply dividing senators into two groups based on a threshold of “0,” the primary election
indicators may be too specific, as opposed to simply comparing closed primaries to all less
restrictive systems. This reinforces my rationale for examining two hypotheses, with the second
testing all non-closed systems relative to closed primaries. I will return to this matter when
discussing my findings in Chapter 4.
Other Variables
Legislative Behavior and Party Power
Each senator-Congress had three party-related dichotomous variables coded =1 if a
senator was: a Republican (party); a member of the majority party 13 during the two-year period

13

The 107th Congress was unique in that Senate control switched during the term, when one Republican
senator disaffiliated and chose to caucus with the Democrats. Republicans therefore held the majority from January
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(majorityparty); in the same party as the president 14 (presparty).
Garand and Burke (2006) note how some have argued Democrats and Republicans
inherently sponsor at different rates as an extension of party orthodoxy, with the latter having a
lower rate of sponsorship, bipartisan or not, due to a distaste for an ever-expanding set of laws.
However, they do not find evidence that party is itself a significant predictor of this form of
legislative activity (179). Nonetheless, I posit that it remains important to retain a party
affiliation variable because such an identification is not only intensely correlated with ideology,
but also because its power goes beyond policy preferences. If party is a fundamental aspect of
group identity in modern America, then the desire to cosponsor bills across the aisle, or put
forward bills that draw bipartisan cosponsors, can be impacted simply by partisan loyalties.
Despite the apparent insignificance of party label itself, Garand and Burke (2006) do find
that being in the majority party is associated, in the House, with more sponsorship activity
overall, although the effect is slightly negative for cosponsorship (179-181). Koger (2003)
similarly finds that minority party members in the House cosponsor more, perhaps as a sign of

to May of 2001, at which point Democrats controlled the Senate until the conclusion of the Congress in January of
2003. This complicates my ability to code observations as pertaining to the majority or minority for that Congress,
since the Bipartisan Index does not provide more fine-grained analysis on a year-by-year or even month-by-month
basis. Since Democrats were in the majority for a longer portion of the 107 th Congress, I code majorityparty for the
relevant observations based on whether members were Democrats. Table 4b demonstrates correlations between
majorityparty and several other important political variables, “as-if” Republicans held the majority in that period.
The correlations on bipartisanscore and bipartisanrecord variables changed in a negligible manner and remained
insignificant. Changes in the ideological variables were consistent with the notion that in simple bivariate
correlation, adding several dozen observations making Republicans the majority party under a Republican president
would be associated with skewing these variables in a more ideological/conservative direction. Since there is
otherwise no substantive difference, all models in Table 6 reflect coding majorityparty=1 for Democratic senators in
the 107th Congress.
14
In years with presidential transitions, members are coded based on whether they shared the party of the
president inaugurated on January 20. Although Congress is seated earlier in January under the outgoing president, I
do not consider the intervening two-to-three-week period to be relevant in the context of a twenty-four-month
Congress. Thus, coding a Republican senator as sharing the president’s party in the year 2017 would be the
appropriate decision, even though that was not the case from January 3-January 20.
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their dissatisfaction with the chamber’s agenda and a desire to message while out of power.
Responses to the president’s party affiliation are also apparent, with a slight uptick in the
introduction of liberal legislation under Republican presidents, or conservative legislation when
Democrats hold the White House (Koger 2003, 238-240). Ultimately, while these studies focus
on different outcomes in the House, they nonetheless offer precedent for considering these three
variables as potentially relevant predictors of behavior in the Senate.
Extensive discussion in Chapter 2 was devoted to critiquing ideology, particularly
measured by roll call voting records, as an effective outcome variable when evaluating the state
of the Senate. However, ideology can have value as a predictor on the righthand side of
regression. As mentioned earlier, the typical metric for ideology is the DW-NOMINATE score,
adhering to a method first developed by political scientists Keith T. Poole and Howard
Rosenthal. Literature incorporating DW-NOMINATE scores with regard to
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity offers mixed evidence for a relationship between ideological
leanings and such activity. Garand and Burke (2006) find that greater conservatism, regardless of
party, is associated with reduced cosponsorship (181), while Koger (2003) makes the
complementary argument – greater liberalism is related to cosponsoring a greater number of bills
(240). Harward and Moffett (2010), on the other hand, find that being situated on both ends of
the spectrum is associated with greater cosponsorship, as more fringe members may see such
opportunities as some of the few vehicles for conveying legislative productivity in their chamber
(132-135).
The relevance of these studies is limited, however, by their scope and methodology. They
simply look at rates of sponsorship/cosponsorship without commenting on how bipartisan the
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behavior is. Additionally, DW-NOMINATE entails a critical assumption: members of Congress
adhere to a “static ideological position” throughout their career. My choice of senator-Congress
units in a fixed effects model necessitates more precise data points reflecting the specific
incentives shaping choices within two-year periods. For this reason, I instead incorporate firstdimension “Nokken-Poole” estimates that assume “each Congress is completely separate,”
allowing for variation in scores over time. Like DW-NOMINATE, these scores still place
senators on a scale from -1 (most liberal) to 1 (most conservative) based on all roll call votes cast
per Congress (UCLA Department of Political Science 2021). To improve the interpretation of
coefficients, I followed Garand and Burke’s (2006) example by calculating the absolute value of
ideology scores, creating the variable avideology. This “folded” variable allows any increase
from 0 to represent reduced moderation in either direction and thus be associated with an
increased/decreased probability of attaining a bipartisan record, holding other variables constant
(171). To better account for potentially non-linear differences 15 in this relationship as senators
attain scores further from the center, I developed a scale of binary variables: “low-range”
ideologues were those with avideology values more than half a standard deviation below the
mean; “mid-range” ideologues had values ranging from half an SD below the mean to half above
it; and “high-range” ideologues had values more than half an SD above the mean.
While valuable, the Nokken-Poole scores were not my only metric for ideology. I also
incorporated scores calculated by Americans for Democratic Action and the American
Conservative Union, major groups representative of activist forces on the left and right,

15
This non-linearity was noted in initial sensitivity analyses using the non-absolute-value version of this
variable for the models featured in Table 6. They produced illogical coefficients that made interpretation
challenging. A similar dilemma was observed for the partisanindex variable, for which I also took the absolute value
(to be discussed shortly).
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respectively. The ADA and ACU score senators each year based on whether their votes on a
small sample of bills were in line with either group’s preferences. Scores represent a simple
calculation of the percentage of votes cast on priority bills that were aligned with either group’s
preferred position (The American Conservative Union n.d.; Americans for Democratic Action
n.d.). I then averaged the assigned scores for each year in each Congress to develop the variable
utilized in my dataset. Scholars have warned that these ratings lack objectivity, focusing
narrowly on measures that allow for strategic advocacy (Charnock 2018, 50), and scoring votes
on very narrowly divided roll calls that exacerbate the appearance of polarization (Snyder 1992,
320). Nonetheless, they provide valuable insight regarding the dynamics within the organized
liberal and conservative movements. Lawmakers attuned to those movements may feasibly be
influenced to behave in certain ways that score well but are perhaps less conducive to bipartisan
records. The relevance of the ADA and ACU has been reinforced by use of their scores in prior
statistical analyses. Kessler and Krehbiel (1996, 563) reinforce Harward and Moffett’s (2010,
132) finding that, at least in one Congress, non-moderation of any sort was a greater predictor of
cosponsorship activity than any specific ideological leaning. Schiller (1995), by contrast, finds
that neither party nor ideology, as measured by ADA ratings, significantly predicted bill
sponsorship activity (192). By including ADA and ACU variables, this study will bridge a gap
by looking at both bipartisan sponsorship and cosponsorship, as predicted in part by these
interest group scores.
Political Status
Since sponsorship and cosponsorship are motivated to some degree by electoral
considerations, variables measuring those factors are certainly relevant for inclusion in the
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model. Accounting for vote share in the last general election is a prime example. Harward and
Moffett (2010) find at least some negative relationship between increased vote share and reduced
cosponsorship (135). Of course, prior vote share does not perfectly predict performance in a
reelection campaign, but it is a signal of how secure a senator may feel in their seat. As Campbell
(1982) finds, that sense of security is important, as those who perceive greater electoral
uncertainty in the future exhibit greater likelihood of cosponsoring bills (419). We might expect
that when senators consider the incentives of cooperating through sponsorship/cosponsorship
with colleagues across the aisle, their ease of reelection will be top of mind. It may be the case
that those facing likely tighter races perceive a greater need for bipartisan records, which they
will attempt to express through this specific form of legislative cooperation.
Vote share cannot be understood within a vacuum, however. Security is also a function of
a senator’s length of service in the chamber, with conventional wisdom dictating that extended
tenure compounds incumbency advantages, in turn altering the incentives shaping behavior.
Rippere (2016) finds that more experienced senators will exhibit reduced partisanship in
cosponsorship, and that such a relationship grows the longer they remain in the Senate (275).
This is not an incredibly popular view, with many challenging the notion that tenure makes
cosponsorship more likely, from Harward and Moffett (2010, 136) to Campbell (1982, 419).
Others like Garand and Burke (2006) take a firmer opposing view in the context of the House,
arguing that cosponsorship becomes less likely with seniority, although sponsorship increases as
members gain tenure (181). Since none of these studies focused on the probability of bipartisan
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity, tenure still merits inclusion in this study’s model.
A final variable pertinent to electoral calculations is a senator’s distance from election.
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The literature on this topic is minimal, so the inclusion of such a variable is built more on the
intuitive notion that senators behave differently in the first two, middle two, and final two years
of their term. This likely is not an overriding predictor on its own, but when added as a control
alongside other considerations like vote share and the state’s partisan index, it may help shed
light on why senators make certain choices in each two-year Congress of their term.
State Characteristics
There is some evidence that state demography affects how legislators consider
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity. Harward and Moffett (2010) investigate whether senators
with more urban populations were more likely to cosponsor legislation as a tool for microtargeting messaging to distinct groups or lobbies. Such senators may perceive this to be less risky
than colleagues in rural states with fewer distinct constituencies and greater local coverage of
legislators, increasing exposure for such acts. Harward and Moffett (2010) were unable to
determine a relationship (126-135), but the question of population density retains intuitive appeal
and was worthy of at least adding as a control of interest. Oppenheimer (2000) offers additional
theoretical support for this notion, arguing that senators in more populous states face greater
pressure to become “policy activists” focused on taking positions, as opposed to the closer
relationship built on constituency services in smaller, often sparser states (142-149). Population
density can serve as a proxy for urbanicity and population size, while forming a better basis of
comparison for states than controlling population size and land area separately.
With regard to the composition of state populations, I also incorporate a demographic
variable for the percentage of non-Hispanic whites. The literature on such a variable is also
limited and beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, as stipulated in my conceptual model it
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may be a relevant predictor of a state’s partisan lean, and the sort of senators it elects in the first
place. While not exerting a direct influence on bipartisanship scores, it is an important reflection
of the population that a senator considers their constituency. I certainly recognize that the
demographics of the state at large do not perfectly predict the actual composition of the
electorate participating either in primary or general elections. This is a limitation that cannot be
accounted for without more intensive data collection, but which I nonetheless anticipate will
minimally detract from the relevance of state demographics to who is elected, and how they
legislate.
Intertwined with demographics and density is a state’s preference for either party’s brand.
To gauge this, I added a “state partisan index,” adapted from the Cook Political Report’s
methodology for rating the Republican or Democratic lean of states. I calculated it myself due to
a lack of Cook data across the entire period of interest. For consistency with the [-1,1] range of
Nokken-Poole scores (before taking their absolute value), I assessed the partisan lean of states
with reference to support for Republican politicians, with positive values indicating Republican
preference relative to the nation. This involved averaging the performance of Republican
presidential candidates over the two most recent presidential cycles both within each state and
nationally, then finding the difference between the two. Consider a senator elected in 1994 in
Massachusetts: I would find the average popular vote earned by Ronald Reagan and George
H.W. Bush in the two most recent cycles, 1988 and 1992, both in Massachusetts and at the
national level. Both Republican candidates fared worse in Massachusetts than they did
nationwide, so the difference in values would be negative, indicating Democratic lean. The same
procedure was repeated for the two most recent cycles relative to each senator’s election at the
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start of each six-year term. The value was then applied to each of the observations in their term.
In another nod to my procedure for ideology score, I then took the absolute value of these
findings, creating the variable avpartisanindex. Similar to the dynamic with higher values of
avideology indicating deviation from the “center,” higher values of avpartisanindex indicate
deviation from national averages (although in this case the average is not as closely aligned with
centrist “moderation”). Anticipating potential non-linearity in this relationship as well, I also
developed a scale of binary variables: states with “low-range” partisanship had avpartisanindex
values more than half a standard deviation below the mean; “mid-range” states had values
ranging from half an SD below the mean to half above; and “high-range” states had values more
than half an SD above the mean.
Entity Fixed Effects
Senators may possess characteristics that are fixed across their time in office, playing a role in
the choices they make as well as their effectiveness as colleagues in this deliberative body. Such
traits are controlled for by entity fixed effects (“senator-state”) in regression and include:


Prior service in the House of Representatives
o Neither Theriault (2008, 201-203) nor Rippere (2016, 264-265) find that serving
in the House affects voting behavior or cosponsorship activity, respectively. The
theoretical interest in exploring this question nonetheless makes it worthy to
consider in my conceptual model and implicitly control for as a fixed effect.



Senators’ Race/Ethnicity
o Rocca and Sanchez (2008) argue that minority members of Congress sponsor and
cosponsor at lower rates, on average (145). Such disparate rates could impact their
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bipartisanship scores.


Senators’ Gender
o Lawless, Theriault, and Guthrie (2018) push against the narrative that women are
inherently more bipartisan. Utilizing the same Bipartisan Index as this study, they
find that women are not significantly more likely to have higher bipartisanship
scores than their male colleagues in Congress. Nonetheless, this is an example of
a contentious debate on a variable whose influence will be accounted for as a
fixed effect.



Senators’ Disposition
o From an intuitive perspective, a senator’s disposition is relevant not only to their
electoral appeal but also their behavior once in office. Assuming that personality
is relatively fixed among adults, characteristics like openness to compromise,
geniality, and other such traits will fall under the fixed effects umbrella.



Additional State Characteristics
o As McCarty (2011) notes, primary laws are not “distributed randomly” across
states – there may be state-specific phenomena making states more likely to
choose certain systems in the first place (363). For the purposes of this study, I
consider state political culture and general partisanship (acceptance of – or
aversion to – partisan behavior, not partisan preference in terms of specific
candidates/parties) to be fixed across time. Although primary systems may
change, underlying cultural differences producing those changes are controlled for
by senator-state fixed effects.
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Time Fixed Effects
Some variables may apply to all senators equally in each Congress, making their
inclusion unnecessary with time fixed (“Congress”) effects. National crises or culture-wide
phenomena are the most obvious examples that come to mind. Consider the attacks on
September 11, 2001. The Senate that met from January 1999-January 2001 had an average
bipartisanship score of approximately 0.28. That number rose to approximately 0.39 for the
Senate meeting January 2001-January 2003, before declining back to 0.29 for the Congress that
followed. While these are simple averages not reflecting various relevant controls, they could
illustrate the notion that following a major national disaster, the Senate became more bipartisan
in the short term. It is therefore reasonable to assume that time fixed effects are worthy of
inclusion, as there may be other occasions where the behavior of all senators is influenced by
factors beyond electoral structures and incentives specific to each member and their state.
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics for the dataset’s variables can be found in Table 1, except for the
termstart, termmid, termend, majorityparty, and presparty indicator variables, whose mean and
standard deviation lack meaning. Other indicators like party affiliation and the primary systems
are included because their means illustrate the percentage of observations corresponding to each
party and nominating process.
Data Limitations
As I am reliant on the scores provided by the Lugar Center, I must accept their
methodology as-is without the ability to adjust how scores are calculated. This means that my
analysis of these scores as a dependent variable is limited by their conception of the best way to
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measure bipartisanship in terms of sponsorship and cosponsorship activity. Other studies that
manipulate the underlying formula may draw different conclusions about how bipartisanship
reacts to similar covariates.
Another potential disadvantage of my primary data source is that it is calculated on a
two-year basis by Congress. While I have adapted the discussion above to account for this, more
precise analysis would involve year-by-year scores, especially since the odd years between
election cycles may illustrate differences in behavior that are now averaged out across two years.
Additionally, my state demographic variables must be averaged over the two years of each
Congress, a factor which I do not anticipate will impact my analysis but is still a less-than-ideal
solution.
Methodology
Empirical Model and Estimation Strategy
I began by conducting bivariate analyses to understand how primary systems directly
relate to bipartisanship scores. Tables 4a and 5 provide results for select tests and are discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 4. When considering how to approach multivariate analysis, I
determined that the dichotomous specification of the dependent variable recommended a linear
probability model, in which covariate coefficients indicate the probability of a bipartisan record
(i.e., bipartisanrecord=1). I specified a series of incremental models initially excluding primary
systems to understand a baseline of predicted bipartisanship when incorporating groupings of
covariates. Models incorporating both entity and time fixed effects were the bases for my
ultimate conclusions regarding the relationship between primary systems and bipartisanship.
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Methodological Limitations
Given the tendency of linear probability models to sometimes generate predictions
beyond a [0,1] range (in absolute value), logistic regression is often employed to bound
probabilities within that range. Nearly all coefficients in my multivariate models (Table 6)
already fell between 0 and 1, except for the coefficient on the percentage of white non-Hispanic
residents. When I ran logit models as a sensitivity test, I found they produced little to no change
in most coefficients, including the crucial primary system variables, since LPM is understood to
generally offer similar predicted probabilities.
The merging of the semi-open and semi-closed primaries into the “modified” category
was discussed earlier as a theory-supported decision, but there is also a methodological rationale
for this choice. Stata excluded the semi-open variable in Model 7A due to collinearity,
presumably because of a lack of sufficient variation when incorporating fixed effects. Since I
was unable to make a statement about this variable in the most important iteration of the model,
accounting for all observations that were either semi-open or semi-closed as one category
(“modified”) was further substantiated. As a result, my ability to make more precise statements
about the effect of either sub-category is limited.
Another challenge faced by my study is that even with the number of covariates included,
as well as time and entity fixed effects, there is still the possibility of omitted variable bias
inherent to multiple regression. Time-varying characteristics, both unobserved or simply not
considered in the model, may be correlated with both bipartisanship and primary systems, and
remain uncontrolled for. Observational data will always lack the control offered by experimental
methods, so multivariate regression is necessarily limited in its ability to make authoritative
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statements about why phenomena occur in the real world.
Regarding the theoretical assumptions at the heart of this study, one major consideration
is that not every senator faces a vigorous primary, or any primary at all. I can only assume that
senators generally enter office anticipating reelection, and therefore keep the possibility of a
primary front of mind when making choices. As for the electoral consequences of these
decisions, I also recognize that sponsorship/cosponsorship activity may not be legible to many
voters, as referenced earlier. Thus, my findings must be viewed with an understanding that this is
principally an exercise in correlation. Regardless of the significance of my findings, I still cannot
directly identify primary systems as the cause of any specific behavior in the Senate.
CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
Findings
Table 6 provides the results for the linear probability models specified to assess potential
predictors of bipartisan records in the United States Senate. The first three models are narrow in
scope, incorporating sets of thematically related variables. Model 1 focuses on legislative
characteristics within members’ control – such as their party affiliation and the ideological skew
of their voting record – as well as external political realities like their party’s power in
government. A negative link is observed between distance from the ideological “center” and
bipartisan behavior, although coefficients on the other ideological variables (ACU and ADA
scores) are insignificant, perhaps because they are based on an arbitrarily narrow set of roll call
votes. As for the majority party and presidential party variables, their coefficients echo the weak
relationship observed in Table 4a’s bivariate analysis. The one exception in this model is the
variable for party affiliation, which exhibited no significant correlation with bipartisanship in
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Table 5 but whose coefficient becomes significant in Model 1 of Table 6. Controlling for
variables involving legislative context appears to alleviate downward bias exerted on party
affiliation. Recall that the coefficient reflects an increase in the likelihood of a bipartisan record
for those in the “=1” category (Republicans). Republicans were in the majority more often in the
period studied, while Democrats held the White House more often. As discussed in the literature
review, both conditions can present incentives for bipartisanship – to achieve something when
your party does not hold the White House, or to burnish the party’s record under unified power.
The second set of variables in Model 2 reflects senators’ political status, from their most
recent electoral performance and the tenure they have been accorded by constituents, to the
amount of time left before they face voters once more. When analyzed alongside each other,
none were significant predictors of a bipartisan record, despite the statistically significant yet
weak bivariate correlations observed in Tables 4a and 5. To determine whether adding all
variables related to political choices and status would alter relationships to bipartisanship, I
specified Model 4 as a composite of the first two models. Its findings indicate that the
coefficients on these variables are robust to their inclusion in the same model, such that the
exclusion of either grouping in models 1 and 2 did little to influence any coefficients.
Model 3 offers a different approach, focusing not on the members themselves or their
power, but rather on the characteristics of the states they represent. The coefficient on “state
partisan index” is consistent with the bivariate correlation observed in Table 5; the more
percentage points a state leans toward either party, the less likely their senator will be bipartisan.
We also observe a statistically significant, and in this case positive, relationship between
likelihood of a bipartisan record and the proportion of white non-Hispanics in a state. The final
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variable is the most inconsistent with Table 5, in which the relationship between population
density appeared negative and very significant, whereas Model 3 suggests that differences in a
state’s density are essentially irrelevant to increasing/decreasing likelihood of a bipartisan record.
Perhaps more than the first two models, however, these findings have little meaning in and of
themselves, for state characteristics alone are insufficient to capture the breadth of motives or
influences shaping senators’ choices.
Model 5 moves us closer to testing the hypotheses at the heart of this study.
Its incorporation of all variables thus far, and their robustness in terms of nearly unchanged
magnitude and significance, indicates that we have reached a point where new variables
regarding individuals, their states, or political status are adding little to predictive capacity. This
presented a sensible point to introduce the variables for primary systems and examine whether
modes of nomination influence the records of those ultimately elected to the Senate. Not only
does their inclusion do little to change the coefficients on the other variables in Model 6A, but
their own coefficients prove to be insignificant and small in magnitude. At this stage, I could not
substantiate my expectation that less restrictive systems differed from closed systems in
predicting bipartisan records, much less that their coefficients would grow positively in
magnitude as systems became increasingly open. To test my other hypothesis that any nonclosed system, regardless of its specific measures, would be an improvement over closed
primaries, I ran Model 6B. All observations with closed primaries were coded “=0,” while
observations with any other system were coded “=0.” Even streamlining the variables failed to
produce significant results in this instance.
Of course, the preceding models have been inherently limited in their ability to rigorously
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predict bipartisan behavior because any modeler would be incapable of accounting for all
omitted variable bias, and at a certain point would run the risk of overfitting. My final measure to
account for some of the unknown variation is the incorporation of time (Congress) and entity
(senator-state) fixed effects. My intuition was that their inclusion could mirror their influence in
McGhee et al.’s (2014) study: to “absorb a large share of the variance” in the key dependent
variable – in this case, bipartisan behavior – by accounting for factors like “states’ political
economy, political culture, demographics, or other political institutions” (347). As expected,
there was substantial drop-off in the coefficients for the ideology scale in Model 7A, although
the basic pattern of deviation from the center reducing likelihood of bipartisanship still held.
Coefficients on other variables from the first two models were largely unchanged, while the
state-level characteristics predictably diminished in significance. While a state’s partisan lean or
demographic make-up will change over time, they apparently did not vary enough overall to
evade “absorption” by fixed effects dummies.
The coefficients on the principal indicator variables of interest, however, did change in
Model 7A. They all increased in magnitude, albeit with two becoming more negative than
before. Nonpartisan primaries edged toward significance yet fell short of the 0.05 threshold of
statistical significance, while modified primaries missed the mark by a wider margin with a pvalue of 0.267. Yet open primaries stand out – on average, being nominated by an open primary
is associated with a thirty-percentage point drop in the probability of accruing a bipartisan record
(relative to nomination by a closed primary), holding constant: the model’s specified controls;
senator-state characteristics fixed across time; and factors that are common to all senators in any
Congress but change over time. This is a significant finding at the 0.05 level. Not only did the
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inclusion of fixed effects fail to make all systems significant predictors of bipartisanship, but it
further bolsters the rejection of my hypothesis that more open systems would predict
progressively greater probability of such a record. Now, I could ostensibly argue that the less
negative and marginally significant coefficient for nonpartisan primaries indicates senators
nominated by such systems are more likely than those nominated by open primaries to garner a
bipartisan record. However, the coefficient on modified primary systems would need to be even
more negative than that of open primaries to defend that position. Furthermore, the negativity of
the nonpartisan and open primary coefficients runs counter to my basic expectation of openness
encouraging bipartisanship, even if the systems met the requirement of ascending probabilities.
A final test considered whether flattening the primary systems into a “non-closed”
category would provide any clarity regarding some level of openness, relative to the most
restrictive closed primaries. Model 7B demonstrates that the other variables are robust to this
change, while the variable of interest – “any not-closed primary” – predicts no difference in
likelihood of a bipartisan record, relative to nomination by a closed primary.
Discussion
Focusing on the most pertinent variables in my analysis, the findings for primary systems
were intuitively surprising even if predictable per the existing literature. Although McGhee et
al.’s (2014) study focuses on the relationship between primary systems and ideology in state
legislatures, they offer potential explanations that may apply to my results for the Senate. For
instance, the number of “crossovers” in any non-closed system may be too small or simply too
inconsistent across all states to actually have “moderating effects” that appear in regression
(348). Rogowski and Langella (2015) would concur, noting that if primaries are low turnout
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affairs even under more open systems, there is simply a selection bias in which the “most
committed partisans or ideologues” participate regardless of the system (865). While I previously
argued that ideological moderation is not a necessary precondition for bipartisanship, both my
bivariate and multivariate analyses suggest that it is certainly correlated with greater likelihood
of cooperation across the aisle. Thus, if primary electorates do not become significantly more
moderate due to institutional arrangements, one cannot expect significant movement in senators’
moderation and, by extension, bipartisan tendencies to follow suit.
The use of “moderation” with relation to voting behavior is a flawed concept, however.
Pundits and academics alike have commented on how self-identification often fails to accurately
capture where people place themselves on the political spectrum. Broockman (2016) finds that
the binary options typically used to gauge ideology – roll call votes for politicians, survey
questions for voters – distort the distance between leaders and their constituents. Consider a
legislator who is determined to be fairly right of center even if their views on individual issues
are moderately conservative, since their voting record is consistently right of center. Many
constituents, on the other hand, may express a broader range of views from the extremely liberal
to the extremely conservative which, when averaged, appear “centrist.” In reality, “mixed” views
are not necessarily more moderate, nor are consistent views inherently extreme (205). 16

16

The votes taken by politicians are also not always purely ideological choices in every instance.
According to the “delegate” model of representation, one would expect representatives to frequently base decisions
on opinions held by the majority of their constituency. Broockman (2016) offers an example of a representative who
takes the pulse of ideologically mixed constituents on a range of issues and finds that a majority support the liberal
view on each issue. While individuals may have ideologies that average out to a moderate position, their
representative accrues a record which appears consistently liberal. Attempts by pundits or scholars to deem such a
representative as “out of step” with their constituents ignore the complexities of ideology, and the fact that on a
case-by-case basis, the politician has voted according to the will of the majority regardless of whether most
constituents would label themselves/be labeled consistently “liberal.” Broockman argues that attempts by the
representative to moderate their record would actually be counter to democratic representation, as they would have
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Incorporating unaffiliated voters into the primary process is complicated not only by the
vagaries of ideological commitment, but also by the limited usefulness of the “independent”
category in our politics. It is common for pundits and scholars to criticize polarized elites when
so much of the public does not affiliate with either party, but Pew Research Center (2019) found
that among the 38% identified as independents, 8 out of 10 consistently lean to one party. That
does not guarantee total conformity, but the partisan leaners do express more positive views
about their more proximate party and in many ways behave like registered party members.
Something these “leaners” do share with “true independents” – just 7% of all Americans – is that
they are less likely to be interested in politics than affiliated partisans. Yet the “true
independents” are even less likely to be politically engaged, correlating with less rigid views and
thus fewer consistent loyalties to either party (Pew Research Center 2019). The point here is that
even in states without closed primaries, the involvement of independent voters may fail to
moderate senatorial behavior simply because many independents are not themselves uniformly
moderate nor nonpartisan – per Broockman (2016), some may in fact be more inclined to support
extreme views. Furthermore, true independents of any persuasion are already less likely to
participate in a general election, let alone a primary, so that reduces the influence of the least
consistently ideological members of the electorate (Pew Research Center 2019).
Despite what I have laid out thus far, even if we assume many unaffiliated or potential
crossover partisans are voting with a keen eye for true moderation, we must consider how well
voters perceive the leanings of the candidates they choose between. The costs of gathering
information on candidates early in an electoral season can be prohibitive to many, and other cues

to take conservative positions that are in fact unsupported by a majority of constituents. Doing this, in his view, is
what would make the representative “out of step” with their constituency (184).
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may guide voter choice in ways I have not controlled for in my model. Ahler, Citrin, and Lenz
(2016) express skepticism that candidates’ positions are well understood and thus translate neatly
to voter choice, although they do acknowledge that races for high-salience posts like the Senate
may generate closer voter attention (259-260). As for senators who are already in office and
seeking reelection, voters may also perceive little of what sitting senators do, so the records they
accrue over their term – especially in terms of sponsorship/cosponsorship activity – may have
minimal impact on electoral chances. Of course, it is not extremely common for many senators
to face robust primary challenges once they hold a seat. Nonetheless, I have operated on the
premise that a possible primary on the horizon should motivate behavior years in advance, and
that the nature of the system will determine the focus of their messaging. If senators perceive
little electoral benefit/cost to being bipartisan/partisan in their next primary, the openness of that
primary is essentially irrelevant.
Of course, there are other factors that remain relevant beyond citizens’ responsiveness to
electoral systems and willingness to cross over to try moderating party nominations. Thomsen
(2014) argues that more moderate members of either party interested in running in primaries
often opt-out before ever facing voters. Committed partisans fuel primaries not only with their
votes, but also their time and resources. While it would oversimplify primary electorates to claim
such voters are inherently less moderate everywhere, in every election, they may at least expect
greater ideological consistency than independent or crossover voters (786-787). McGhee et al.
(2014) similarly posit that lacking “moderate sources of campaign funds and volunteer activity
may hamper candidates far more than the composition of the primary electorate” (348). If
potential candidates do not believe they can appeal to potential donors and volunteers, opting out
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limits the field’s diversity even in an open primary, with knock-on effects for legislation upon
election.
McGhee et al. (2014) go on to contend that perhaps open primaries (but I will assume
nonpartisan and modified primaries as well) are simply “more complicated” than we presume,
and that a “moderating effect is dependent on a number of assumptions about the distribution of
voter ideology and the pattern of candidate emergence” (348). Senator-state fixed effects should
control for the slow-changing, essentially fixed ideological make-up of electorates, but have a
harder time controlling for the process by which candidates opt-in to run. Models 7A and 7B can
account for the fixed personal attributes that make individuals more likely to run for office in the
first place, but not account for other influences on their candidacies and governing style.
Ultimately, some senators may have to answer more to the tangible incentives of powerful,
concentrated lobbies and political machines than the abstract principles of a diffuse electorate.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
The United States Senate was designed to be a more deliberative body than its
counterpart across the Capitol, but recent decades have seen its intentionally slow pace grind to a
near halt on issues beyond basic funding of government. Reformers have long pinned such
congressional dysfunction on a lack of bipartisan comity and have attempted to solve multiple
problems both at the local and national level by instituting more open primary systems. Although
my findings cannot be interpreted as a definitive statement against their ability to encourage
bipartisanship, they suggest that at minimum such electoral measures are far from sufficient. My
results are constrained by the measure of bipartisanship I adopted, the timeframe observed, as
well as my focus on just one chamber of Congress. Repairing the Senate may require different
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solutions than the House, state legislatures, or other governing institutions. Multiple tools will be
required as no panacea exists to restore effectiveness, especially if bipartisanship is viewed as a
tool for achieving better government – but that, too, could be up for debate.
Regardless of my results, policy makers may still find value in opening primaries, not
only because I am unable to speak to their benefits beyond the Senate but also because there may
be inherent normative value in more inclusive primary systems. However, benefits must be
weighed against the prerogatives of parties to maintain agency over their own processes and
select candidates who will ultimately provide the public with clear alternatives (Kaufmann,
Gimpel, and Hoffman 2003, 473). Parties have historically pushed back against more open
systems; it is therefore incumbent upon the parties to undergo their own self-reflection and
consider ways they might convince an increasingly unaffiliated public to join their ranks. That
would require analyzing the complex reasons for partisan disaffiliation which are beyond the
scope of this study. Yet if they can manage to restore a sense of “positive partisanship,” as
opposed to “negative polarization,” there may be a path to a healthier, more sustainable future
for the Senate and other elected institutions.
It may be strange to propose a “positive partisanship,” given the thrust of this paper. I
have pursued a question about state-level policy reforms to understand how the Senate can be
made more bipartisan, after all. Implicit in my investigation was the assumption that
bipartisanship is a positive phenomenon aiding legislative productivity and thus beneficial policy
outcomes downstream. My discussion was further motivated by a popular sense of declining
cooperation in Congress, a notion I have contested by emphasizing that in terms of
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity, comity is in fact not entirely “dead” (Harbridge 2009, 3).
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Yet the figures on congressional effectiveness presented in Chapter 2 do paint a concerning
picture regarding a frequently divided government’s ability to pass both transformational and
routine legislation. This reflects an underlying constraint of this study: the outcome of choice – a
bipartisan record, as determined by sponsorship/cosponsorship – is a precursor but not a
guarantor of tangible policies. Campbell (1982) bluntly asserts this ritual of support among
colleagues “matters for legislative success, but only barely” (30). Signing on to legislation puts
senators in a tough spot to renege if it reaches the floor, but members may believe the language
approved via amendments and conference reports is no longer acceptable. At a more basic level,
senators may view their original cosponsorship as a matter of “collegiality and deference,” a
“common courtesy,” with little expectation of full-throated support on the floor (Congressional
Research Service 2021, 3). When the stakes are considered low – recall that
sponsorship/cosponsorship activity is less visible than roll calls, and most legislation never
passes – studying methods to encourage this form of behavior may matter less to policy, anyway.
Returning to the deeper question at hand: why does bipartisanship really matter? Even if
a perfect electoral reform positively predicted not only bipartisan sponsorship/cosponsorship
activity, but also bipartisan passage of legislation, why is that inherently more desirable as an
end in itself? Now, it is certainly the case that Americans have historically exhibited a preference
for it in the abstract (Harbridge, Malhotra, and Harrison 2014, 327). Scholars have backed up the
intuition favoring cooperation, citing that majorities attempting to “roll” their opponents are less
successful at achieving their goals than when minorities are engaged and voting with them
(Curry and Lee 2019, 59). Members of the Senate have also expressed a preference for reaching
across the aisle, rooted in a belief that bipartisan-backed bills are more likely to survive and be
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politically popular (Mann and Ornstein 2020), although scholarship on this point is limited. Both
represent substantive concerns warranting further investigation beyond the scope of this study.
Yet there is some evidence, albeit more anecdotal than systematic, that while a lack of
bipartisanship could make transformative legislative accomplishments less frequent as Curry and
Lee (2019) argue, it is less certain that a law’s popularity or longevity depend on it. In his famed
book on the welfare state, Jacob Hacker (2002) argues that policies securing both public and
private forms of provision are notoriously path-dependent, becoming part of the web of
expectations about what government permits, allocates, or incentivizes (55). We have seen
examples within the recent past of partisan processes producing outcomes that appear to be
resilient and rather popular.
Despite a rocky first decade, the Affordable Care Act – passed without Republican
support – has persisted, although there are certainly fair arguments that the circumstances of its
passage led to severe backlash and the gutting of the mandate crucial to its functioning.
However, a lack of Republican alternatives for the legislation upon achieving unified power in
Washington indicated the challenge of replacing the plan with a suitable alternative. The Act
gained enough popularity by 2020 that candidates in that year’s Democratic primary spoke of it
as a springboard for further expansion of healthcare coverage, as opposed to retrenching and
seeking its dismantlement to a pre-ACA status quo. Expansion of Medicaid prompted by the
ACA has also been a popular ballot initiative in ruby-red states, further enmeshing the bill in the
path-dependent institutions of benefit delivery that make reversal challenging.
Conservatives have similarly gained traction with policies of their own. The 2017 Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act passed without a Democratic vote, yet the position of the current Democratic
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president is not to reverse it immediately, but rather to raise taxes on those earning more than
$400,000. Cuts for all other brackets will automatically phase out in 2025 to meet rules imposed
by the 2017 reconciliation process that the deficit cannot increase after 10 years (Tax Policy
Center n.d.) but it is not unreasonable to predict Congress and the president will extend them for
many earners. The TCJA represents another policy which passed along partisan lines but
contains measures beneficial to enough Americans that the extent of politically feasible policy
changes is constrained, likely securing a future for many of its provisions.
In both instances above, the public has come to support core elements of partisan
legislation despite how they passed, because the policy outcome proved to be more popular than
the process. This raises the possibility that for many, bipartisanship could be a matter of tone and
respect, with its practitioners evincing an image of being more “reasonable and responsible,” as
Baker (2015, 86) notes. That is why he argues that we must distinguish between the goal of
“bipartisan [legislative] behavior and bipartisan relations among senators” (103). People may
yearn for a more congenial and ultimately more productive politics, even when it still delivers
partisan victories for one side or the other. If a bill is popular enough, the mass coalition
supporting it will include unaffiliated voters or members of the other party who are willing to
look past its electoral implications in the interest of its policy outcome. In early 2021, the Biden
administration argued that while its $1.9 trillion “American Rescue Plan” lacked Republican
support in Congress, it enjoyed bipartisan approval from a broader public seeking relief amid the
coronavirus pandemic (Kapur 2021). On the specific measure of $1,400 stimulus checks,
Monmouth (2021) found that 68% of people preferred leaving payments untouched in the bill
over reducing them to secure a bipartisan vote. While partisan preferences made support stronger
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among Democrats, non-Democrats’ willingness to eschew bipartisanship for a desirable policy
speaks to the power of prospective outcomes in driving perceptions of legislative behavior.
I conclude this study leaving some questions unresolved. Policy reforms in the states may
be too removed from the action of a senator voting Yea or Nay, although the object of my work
was still several steps ahead of that final, critical moment in the legislative process.
Bipartisanship throughout lawmaking is a fuzzy concept even in the eyes of many Americans, a
moving target defined variously from a general governing approach to the basic numeric facts of
roll call votes. There is no obvious threshold at which legislation should be considered
bipartisan, nor is there an objective standard for Senate productivity given the unique purpose
accorded to it by the founders. We must also ponder whether seeking consensus among divided
officials is more important than reflecting the will of popular majorities when weighing the
inherent value of bipartisanship as an end in itself. Nonetheless, if the Senate is to remain as
divided and competitive as it has been for the last quarter-century, some level of cooperation will
be necessary to overcome institutional hurdles like the filibuster and address pressing needs.
Policy prescriptions like campaign finance reform offer promising possibilities for improved
legislative efficacy, yet their ability to become law and improve the Senate will face the same
obstacles that make the chamber a source of public frustration in the first place. Some of the
work will therefore fall on the 100 “dear colleagues” occupying the world’s greatest deliberative
body to restore confidence in its ability to not only foster deliberation, but also action.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Select Variables
(N = 1127)
Variables

Mean

Bipartisanship Score¹
2
Bipartisan Record
Ideology Score [-1,1]
Ideology Score (Abs. Value)
3
Party Affiliation
ACU Score (Conservatism)
ADA Score (Liberalism)
4
Tenure
5
Vote Share
6
State Partisan Index
State Partisan Index (Abs. Value)
State % White Non-Hispanic
State Population Density (pop./mi²)
7
Nonpartisan Primary
Open Primary
8
Modified Primary
Semi-Open Primary
Semi-Closed Primary
Closed Primary

0.03
0.51
0.04
0.37
0.49
0.45
0.50
10.96
0.60
0.02
0.06
0.74
188.24
0.05
0.17
0.51
0.28
0.22
0.27

Standard
Deviation
0.76
N/A
0.40
0.16
N/A
0.39
0.40
9.76
0.09
0.08
0.05
0.15
247.57
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

¹ A continuous variable for which positive values indicate a bipartisan record (per an index incorporating the
value of bipartisan sponsorship and cosponsorship activity during a Congress). In this dataset, the range is [2.04, 3.17].
2
An indicator variable coded =0 for a negative bipartisanship score and =1 for a positive score (indicating a
bipartisan record).
3
An indicator variable coded =0 for Democratic and =1 for Republican.
4
Years of service prior to a given two-year Congress.
5
The total percentage of the general election vote won in a senator's most recent campaign.
6
The average state-level performance of Republican presidential candidates in the two most recent elections
(relative to each two-year Congress), minus their average performance at the national level. Negative values
indicate a Democratic lean, while positive values are Republican-leaning states. The absolute value of this
variable indicates a state's lean to either party, relative to a national baseline of "0."
7
Statistics for primary systems reflect the proportion of senator-Congresses served by individuals nominated
via each method.
8
A modified primary is either semi-open or semi-closed. The umbrella term is featured here along with
component sub-systems for greater transparency, although my regression models will only include the
modified primary variable due to collinearity problems with the semi-open category.
State demographic variables and senators' ADA/ACU scores are averaged over the two years of each
Congress.
The termstart/termmid/termend, majorityparty and presparty variables are not included, as their means
and standard deviations do not provide meaningful information.
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Table 2. Bivariate Correlations of Primary Systems and Bipartisan Score/Record
Nonpartisan
Semi-Open
Semi-Closed
Open Primary
Modified Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Bipartisanship Score
-0.02
-0.03
0.06
0.04
0.03
Bipartisan Record
-0.01
-0.03
0.03
0.04
-0.01
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
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Table 3. OLS Coefficients for Univariate Models Predicting Likelihood of a
Bipartisan Record
Nonpartisan Primary
-0.03
―
―
―
―
(0.07)
Open Primary
-0.04
―
―
―
―
(0.04)
Modified Primary
0.03
―
―
―
―
(0.03)
Semi-Open Primary
0.05
―
―
―
―
(0.03)
Semi-Closed Primary
-0.02
―
―
―
―
(0.04)
Closed Primary
―
―
―
―
―
Constant

0.51***
(0.02)

Observations
1,127
R-squared
0.00
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

―
―
―
―
―

0.51***
(0.02)

0.49***
(0.02)

0.49***
(0.02)

0.51***
(0.02)

0.00
(0.03)
0.51***
(0.02)

1,127
0.00

1,127
0.00

1,127
0.00

1,127
0.00

1,127
0.00

Closed Primary
-0.03
0.00

Table 4a. Bivariate Correlations of Indicators of Political Status and Measures of Legislative Behavior
1

Majority Party
0.04
0.03
0.10***

Bipartisanship Score
Bipartisan Record
Ideology Score
Ideology Score
0.03
(Abs. Value)
ACU Score (Conservatism)
0.10***
ADA Score (Liberalism)
-0.14***
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
† = Marginal significance (0.05≤p≤0.1)

President's Party Beginning of Term Middle of Term
0.11***
-0.06*
0.01
0.08*
-0.07*
0.03
-0.21***
0.02
0.01

End of Term
0.05†
0.04
-0.02

-0.07*

0.07*

0.02

-0.09**

-0.22***
0.21***

0.02
-0.02

0.00
-0.01

-0.02
0.03

1
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One senator changed parties in 2001, flipping control of the Senate from a Republican to Democratic majority several months
into the 107th Congress. This table incorporates senator-Congress observations coded as if Democrats controlled the chamber
for the entirety of that Congress, since they were in power for nearly 3/4 of the term. More granular monthly data on voting
behavior and other variables is unavailable, so a variable for majority status that is any less than the entirety of a Congress
would be impractical. The table below provides the correlations between the measures of legislative behavior and majority party
status, if Republicans were considered the majority party from January 2001-January 2003.
Table 4b. Correlations "As-If" Republicans
Held Majority, 2001-2003
Majority Party
Bipartisanship Score
0.00
Bipartisan Record
-0.03
Ideology Score
0.23***
Ideology Score
0.06*
(Abs. Value)
ACU Score
0.24***
ADA Score
-0.28***
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Table 5. Bivariate Correlations of Senators' and States' Characteristics

Bipartisanship Score
Bipartisan Record
Ideology Score
(Abs. Value)
Party Affiliation
ACU Score (Conservatism)
ADA Score (Liberalism)
Tenure
Vote Share
State Partisan Index
(Abs. Value)
State % White Non-Hispanic
State Population Density

Bipartisanship
Score
―
0.79***

―
―

Ideology Score
(Abs. Value)
―
―

-0.54***

-0.44***

―

―

―

―

0.05†
-0.04
0.00
0.11***
0.14***

0.02
-0.03
0.00
0.09**
0.08*

0.28***
0.36***
-0.32***
-0.11***
-0.01

―
0.94***
-0.95***
-0.12***
0.07*

―
―
-0.97***
-0.15***
0.05

―
―
―
0.13***
-0.06*

-0.15***

-0.14***

0.28***

0.16***

0.17***

-0.18***

0.17***
-0.11***

0.13***
-0.11***

-0.10***
-0.01

0.14***
-0.34***

0.12***
-0.38***

-0.11***
0.39***

Tenure

Vote Share
―
―

State Partisan Index
(Abs. Value)
―
―

State % White
Non-Hispanic
―
―

State Population
Density
―
―

―

―

―

―

―
―
―
―
―

―
―
―
―
―

―
―
―
―
―

―
―
―
―
―

0.27***

―

―

―

0.02
-0.03

-0.03
0.02

―
-0.17***

―
―

Bipartisan Record
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Bipartisanship Score
―
Bipartisan Record
―
Ideology Score
―
(Abs. Value)
Party Affiliation
―
ACU Score
―
ADA Score
―
Tenure
―
Vote Share
0.38***
State Partisan Index
0.05
(Abs. Value)
State % White Non-Hispanic
-0.07*
State Population Density
0.04
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
† = Marginal significance (0.05≤p≤0.1)

―
―

ACU Score
(Conservatism)
―
―

ADA Score
(Liberalism)
―
―

Party Affiliation

Table 6. OLS Coefficients for Models Predicting the Likelihood of a Bipartisan Record
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Leg. Behavior
State
and Party
Political Status
Models 1+2
Models 3+4
Characteristics
Power
Ideology Score (Abs. Value)
Mid-Range
-0.34***
-0.35***
-0.33***
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
High-Range
-0.61***
-0.60***
-0.56***
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.04)
Majority Party
0.02
0.02
0.02
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
President's Party
0.08**
0.07**
0.07*
(0.03)
(0.03)
(0.03)
Party Affiliation
0.16*
0.15*
0.15*
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.07)
ACU Score (Conservatism)
-0.17
-0.13
-0.19
(0.14)
(0.14)
(0.13)
ADA Score (Liberalism)
-0.18
-0.15
-0.17
(0.13)
(0.13)
(0.14)
0.00†
Tenure
0.00
0.00
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
0.30†
Vote Share
0.28
0.28†
(0.17)
(0.17)
(0.17)
Beginning of Term
-0.06
-0.02
-0.02
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.03)
Middle of Term
0.00
0.02
0.02
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.03)
State Partisan Index (Abs. Value)
Mid-Range
-0.12**
-0.10**
(0.04)
(0.03)
High-Range
-0.14***
-0.07*
(0.04)
(0.03)
State % White Non-Hispanic
0.35***
0.24**
(0.09)
(0.08)
State Population Density
0.00**
0.00
(0.00)
(0.00)
Nonpartisan Primary
Open Primary
Modified Primary
Any Not-Closed Primary
Constant

0.85***
(0.13)

Senator-Congress Observations
1,127
R-squared
0.20
Number of Unique Senators
226
Senator-State FE
NO
Congress FE
NO
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
† = Marginal significance (0.05≤p≤0.1)

0.33**
(0.10)

0.37***
(0.08)

0.64***
(0.16)

0.53**
(0.17)

1,127
0.01
226
NO
NO

1,127
0.04
226
NO
NO

1,127
0.21
226
NO
NO

1,127
0.22
226
NO
NO
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Table 6 (Cont.)
(6A)
(6B)
(7A)
Model 5 +
Model 5 + Any
Model 6A +
Primary
Not-Closed
Fixed Effects
Systems
Primary
Ideology Score (Abs. Value)
Mid-Range
High-Range
Majority Party
President's Party
Party Affiliation
ACU Score (Conservatism)
ADA Score (Liberalism)
Tenure
Vote Share
Beginning of Term
Middle of Term
State Partisan Index (Abs. Value)
Mid-Range
High-Range
State % White Non-Hispanic
State Population Density
Nonpartisan Primary
Open Primary
Modified Primary

Model 6B +
Fixed Effects

-0.33***
(0.03)
-0.56***
(0.04)
0.02
(0.03)
0.07*
(0.03)
0.14*
(0.07)
-0.18
(0.13)
-0.15
(0.14)
0.00†
(0.00)
0.31†
(0.17)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)

-0.33***
(0.03)
-0.56***
(0.04)
0.02
(0.03)
0.07*
(0.03)
0.15*
(0.07)
-0.19
(0.14)
-0.18
(0.14)
0.00†
(0.00)
0.30†
(0.17)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)

-0.17**
(0.05)
-0.21**
(0.07)
0.05*
(0.03)
0.06*
(0.03)
(omitted)
(omitted)
-0.23
(0.17)
0.11
(0.20)
-0.01
(0.01)
0.17
(0.29)
-0.06†
(0.03)
0.01
(0.03)

-0.16**
(0.05)
-0.21**
(0.07)
0.06*
(0.03)
0.06*
(0.03)
(omitted)
(omitted)
-0.28†
(0.17)
0.08
(0.21)
0.00
-0.01
0.15
(0.28)
-0.05
(0.03)
0.01
(0.03)

-0.09**
(0.03)
-0.07*
(0.03)
0.24**
(0.09)
0.00†
(0.00)
-0.09
(0.07)
-0.05
(0.04)
0.00
(0.03)

-0.09**
(0.03)
-0.07*
(0.03)
0.24**
(0.09)
0.00
(0.00)

-0.04
(0.06)
-0.01
(0.09)
1.95
(2.24)
0.00
(0.00)
-0.18†
(0.11)
-0.30*
(0.14)
0.08
(0.07)

-0.03
(0.06)
0.01
(0.09)
1.81
(2.31)
0.00
(0.00)

Any Not-Closed Primary
Constant

(7B)

0.54**
(0.18)

Senator-Congress Observations
1,127
R-squared
0.23
Number of Unique Senators
226
Senator-State FE
NO
Congress FE
NO
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
† = Marginal significance (0.05≤p≤0.1)
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-0.02
(0.03)
0.54**
(0.17)

-1.44
(2.04)

0.00
(0.08)
-1.27
(2.12)

1,127
0.22
226
NO
NO

1,127
0.19
226
YES
YES

1,127
0.18
226
YES
YES
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